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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday June 1, 2020

2225 Crews responded to 2700 Bingham on a weapons complaint. They arrived and could not locate a suspect. No one was injured. 20-20176

Tuesday June 2, 2020

2340 Officers responded to 2909 Roanoke on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested Michael C. Bruhn, w/m/36, for DC/PI and carrying a firearm while intox. 20-20288

0103 Officers stopped a vehicle on Kettering Blvd at Encrete. They arrested Tyler Flohre, w/m/29, for felony drug possession and drug abuse instruments. 20-20290

Wednesday June 3, 2020

1907 Officers arrested David A. Rubins, w/m/45, at Civic Commons Park disorderly conduct. 20-20327

1913 Officers responded to 2712 Haig on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Phillip A. Madaffer, w/m/58, for menacing. 20-20347

2049 Officers responded to 1431 Norton on a burglary. They arrived and arrested Hunter J. Folden, w/m/34, for burglary.
0300 Officers responded to 2901 Wilmington, McDonalds, on an intox. subject. They arrived and arrested Scott L. Joy, w/m/31, was arrested for felony drug possession. 20-20380

Thursday June 4, 2020

1652 Officers responded to 2115 E. Dorothy, Kroger, on an auto theft. They arrived and after investigation they arrested Cheray R. Riley, b/m/34, on a warrant and Otis K. Freeman, b/m/52, for theft, a warrant and felony drug possession. 20-20440

2012 Officers on patrol made contact with two suspicious persons. Lamuel D. Lyons, was arrested for felony drug possession and a warrant. Tamara Rash was cited for drug abuse instruments and released. 20-20447

2143 Officers responded to 2296 Patricia on a suspicious vehicle. They arrived and arrested Nathaniel D. Shingleton, w/m/26, on a warrant. 20-20472

2151 Officers responded to 528 Hollendale on a returned stolen vehicle. They arrived and arrested Eric L. Veal, b/m/44, for burglary and theft of a motor vehicle. 20-20439

0135 Officers responded to E. Stroop at Braddock on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested James A. Ludy, w/m/47, for DC/PI. 20-20495

Friday June 5, 2020

1642 Officers responded to 1524 Brownleigh Apt 5 on a domestic. They arrived and arrested a female juvenile for criminal trespass and falsification. 20-20566

1832 Officers responded to 12 Civic on a warrant service. They arrived and and arrested Brian K. Chrisman, w/m/51, on the warrant. 20-20581

Saturday June 6, 2020

1541 Officers responded to Meijer on a male juvenile shoplifter. The juvenile charged with theft and released to his father. 20-20761

1757 Officers responded to 31 W. Wren on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Adrian Sorah, w/m/27, for DV. 20-20778
0120  Officers stopped a vehicle on Stroop at Southern and arrested **Julius N. Gutierrez, h/m/25**, for OVI. 20-20817

**Sunday June 7, 2020**

0951  Officers responded to 1709 Renee on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Shakera S. Wiggins, b/f/19**, for DC. 20-20846

1835  Officers responded to 2115 E. Dorothy, Kroger, on a passing bad checks at the Fifth Third Bank inside. They arrived and arrested **Dennis Mack, b/m/63**, for passing bad checks, drug possession and drug paraphernalia. 20-20909

1917  Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at Betz and arrested **Ashley N. Kinser, w/f/24**, on a warrant. She was also charged with drug possession and drug abuse instruments. 20-20914

2353  Officers responded to 5825 Montgomery Sq Apt 2B on a domestic. They arrived and arrested a **juvenile, w/f/14**, for DV. 20-20941